Distortion tolerant pattern recognition based on self-organizing feature extraction.
A generic, modular, neural network-based feature extraction and pattern classification system is proposed for finding essentially two-dimensional objects or object parts from digital images in a distortion tolerant manner, The distortion tolerance is built up gradually by successive blocks in a pipeline architecture. The system consists of only feedforward neural networks, allowing efficient parallel implementation. The most time and data-consuming stage, learning the relevant features, is wholly unsupervised and can be made off-line. The consequent supervised stage where the object classes are learned is simple and fast. The feature extraction is based on distortion tolerant Gabor transformations, followed by minimum distortion clustering by multilayer self-organizing maps. Due to the unsupervised learning strategy, there is no need for preclassified training samples or other explicit selection for training patterns during the training, which allows a large amount of training material to be used at the early stages, A supervised, one-layer subspace network classifier on top of the feature extractor is used for object labeling. The system has been trained with natural images giving the relevant features, and human faces and their parts have been used as the object classes for testing. The current experiments indicate that the feature space has sufficient resolution power for a moderate number of classes with rather strong distortions.